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ABSTRACT 

Post-cementation technique is the most wide-spread method 
to exclude water makes in mine workings. Nevertheless, the 
conventional technique of post grouting is lacking a suffi
ciently developed theoretical base, and in the main, it is 
a set of practical patterns ancl procedures that vvill depend 
both on geological-mining conditions and on the experience 
and skills of personnel. As a. result, the application of 
unra.tional grouting process patterns leads to a considera
ble increase of expenditure for the construction and main
tenance of permanent workings. The paper tries to reconsi
der the conventio~al approach to post-grouting programs 
planned for the mine shafts. 

INTRODUCTIOE 

irhe origin of residual water manifestations during the con
struction and at the operation phase of underground struc
tures may be attributed to technogenous permeability of 
rocks. As is generally kno~L, redistribution of stresses 
develops in the rock strata intersected by an underground 
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openj_ng. This w:::.ll be dictated by the primitive stressed 
state, configuration and location of an underground open
ing, excavation technique, mechanical properties of lining 
and rocks, geological and structural features of rock occu
rrence. 

The modified stressed state is characterized by the forma
tion of zones with artificial (technological) inhomogeneity 
the origins of which can be different dependent on the type 
of mining activities. For instance, in the course of dril
ling and blasting operations the fonnation of inhomogeneity 
is bound up with fracturing, during rock freezing it re-. . 
sults from the process of ice formation, and in construc-
ting openings by internal blasting technique (with a camou

flet charge) it arises from the compaction of plastic rock 
in surrounding strata. 

In rock mechanics a theoretical approach to strata with ar
tificial inhomogeneity is associated with the concept of 
technological influence. A zone of technological influence 
is defined as a portion of rock strata within the bounda
ries of which the properties described by an average value 
of a certain criterion A become different from the proper
ties of the rest part of strata. :B1rom the point of view of 
mechanical state the~zone of technological influence can 
represent consolidation or lost strength zone, or be a com
benation of the first and the second. Separating this re
gion as a disturbed rock zone (D.R.Z.) let us examine its 
interrelation with the process of grout cover formation 
while sealing off residual seepages in the mine shafts sunk 
by drilling-and-blasting methods. 

CONV.DHTIOHAL APPROACH 

Conventional teclmiqu.es of residual seepages control fore
see the formation of sealing covers directly behind the 
lining, i.e. in the D.R.Z. For instance, the most wide
spread post-cementation technique is implemented by dril-
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ling through permanent lining series of horizontal holes 
0.25 to 3-10m long with subsequent injection of cement 
grouts. The water bearing section of a shaft is subdivided 
into separate "tiersH (stages) that 'Nill be 15 to 20 m long. 
In each tier the holes are arranged into rows which are spa
ced at a distance of 1.5 - 2.0 m between each other. The 
spacing between the holes will be selected as one hole per 
1-3 sq. m of permanent lining. The grout hole pattern can 
follow staggered arrangement, parallel rows or spiral path. 
To prepare cement grouts various types of cement can be 
used, in :ma.ny cases in combination with sui table fillers 
and reagents. 

Let us note the major drawbacks to this method: 

- "blind 11 systematic treatment of backwall rock zone with 
unpredictable course of grouting, 

- large quantity of repositionings of 
in the shaft, 

suspended equipment 

- necessity to open shaft lining with numerous holes and 
acco:modate shutting fixtures, 
placing too much equipment for car~Jing out grouting job 
in constricted conditions of a shaft bottom, 

- low rates of grout injection due to frequent technologi
cal stoppages caused by grout intrusions via control ho
les and lining joints. 

Further, it should be pointed out that the formation of 
grout covers in close proximity to the lining precludes 
from applying high- injection pressures due to limitations 
dictated by the strength parameters of lining material (in 
practice from 0.5 to 4.0 MPa). But in this case the pro
cess of sealing very often comes mainly to redistributions 
of water flows in conductivity cham1els of backwall zone. 

TllliO©TICAL PREL~ISES s DISCUSSION, SUI\1J\I.ARY 

Let us briefly describe the strained condition of the so
lid in the neighbourhood of extended underground opening 
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of a curcular cross section. In accordance with the stress

strain model of rockmass response three characteristic zo

nes arise, in the general case, around Em underground open

in['; (J?it>;. 1), 

I- zone of ruin failure (residual strength). Due to fai

lure the :cock encountered in this zone transformed in-

to nearly loose mass. 

II - zone of post-failure condition. ~his zone is cherate

eizerl by strcne;th and defonnational inh.omogeneity si

nce the ::::-ock is e.ffected non-wliformly, :i:'rom a maxi

mum failure at the internal boundary f= f'p to unbro

ken state at the external boundary r = f'n 
III- zone of pre-failure condition. hlaximum resistance of 

the rock has not been achieved. Volwnetric changes ha-

ve a double character and at the boundary r = f'n are 

practically equal to zero. 

It is obvious that the zones I and II will be the most cri

tical ones as for non-elastic strain response. 

Par an ideal brittle solid on cond.ition that Drn=b'r<i- the 

size of zones I and II can be defined from the equation 

r = '(· 2. q - 6c)K -
~ 2. ( 1 +It) 

where DclK- residual strength, J,iPe., 

a - coefficient of lateral thrust, 

p - reactive resistance of lining, },iPa. 

( 1) 

One should point out the following. The new stress field 

around m1 excavation is charaterized by the concentration 

of stresses in the proximity to exposed surfaces. The ma

ximum stress concentration exists '·'·'ithin the excavation 

outline or extends into trw strata that can be observed, 

for instance, L1 the neighbourhood of workings excavated 

by drillinL;-and-blasting technique. In both cases the con-

centration of stresses is rapidly fading away vthile rec;res-
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sins fl"Om tl1e excave,tion into the stretc" 

Even after installinG sufficiently ri~id lining the proces
ses of non-elastic displacements of the sLu'roundinc:~ strata 
and its mechnnical fnilure will not be stopped and result 
in further fracturing under the influence of extraction and 
development activities. This is especially characteristic 
for hydrostatic, corrosive environment or complex tectonic 
structures. 

It is knovm that the stability of intersected rock strata 
can be increased by the injection of binding a.s;ent s. '1!18 

effect of stJ..~engthening vvill be that O\Vi:tl[; to filling of 
voids ancl fissures e,cting static and dynamic forces e;ene-
rate :c:1ore uniforn otress i'ielcl vrith simultaneous decrease 
in the nmaber of stress concentrntion zones. Such an effect 
as an additional one, can be achieved dv.rin;;; rock treatment 
by grout inject ion. 

However, the formation of grout covers in the D.H.Z., tllat 
is the most critical one in relation to non-elastic defor-
J:lntion, vvill not provide o. lonr:-lDstint; effect. As e> re
sult, the ex0enditures on upkeeping and repair of mine wor

kings remain ver7 l1igh. 

Swm:ning up one may make such a conclusion~ 

- the formation of r_c;rout covers in the D.=l.Z. (described 

by the radius rn ) does not correspond to an up-to-date 
approach to the processes of sealing the rock strata by 
grout treatment~ and does not provide effective upkeep
ing of mine workings in the course of extraction and mi
ne development activities, 

- selection of an optimum arrangement pattern for injecti
on holes based on an accurate analysis of mining and ge
ological conditions of the site together with a purpose
ful control of rheoloe;ical and mechanical parameters of 
injected grouts are efficient means to form grout covers 
of designed geometry and location. 'J:hese means can be 
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advantageously applied for residual seepages control in an 
attempt to improve conventional schemes and approaches. 

POST-GIWUTING \::ITH DIHEC'J:IOUAL HOLES BXTEHDED 

'l'IIROUGH TII:G TO'l.'AL THICKNESS OF WAT:Gl\J:m ZOHBS 

AS A BASIC SCHEII/IE 

Basing on the methodo1ogy of Integrated Grouting 'J:echni
que i2/ the S'l'G Compan;y· has deve1oped approaches and de
sign procedures in post srouting of mine shafts. Grouting 
procedure illustrated by }!lig. 2 involves the execL<tion of 
dril1ing and injection operations in a vvatered section from 
one single 1eve1 in the shaft excavation. The length of 
grout holes will depend on the thickness of water bearing 

layers, type of fracturing and specification of the equip
ment. The impregnation of vratered zones is carried out at 
a calculated distance from the walls of an excavation pla
cing high-capacity grouting equipment on the c;round sur
face. This scheme aims at providing a 1ong-lasting sealing 
curtain of designed configuration and extent. 

The required size of grout covers is designed v:.r:Lth the pro
viso to ensure grout stability in water bearing fissures 

under hydrostatic pressure attack; 

R ( 2) 

where 0 - fissure width, m, 
P~~: - hydrostatic pressure head, EPa, 
'L - dynamic shear strength of grout, I'ilPa. 

The ang1e of drilling directional holes is defined with the 
proviso to intersect the watered section behind the zone 
of disturbed rock (D.R.Z.); 

J. = R + rn 
Ho + ( R + rn + r&) -tq J> (3) 

where Ho - distance from hole collar to the roof of sepa-
rated section in the shaft axis, m, 
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r~ - excavation radius of a shaft, m, 

~ - rock dip angle. 

The length of directional holes in such C8Se can be deter
mined from t~e equation; 

e = Ho±(R + rn+ n,) tq J> + 
cos L 

M +K 
cos (J.± ~) ' 

where M - thickness of separated watered section, m, 

(4) 

K - e.mount of hole deepening into water resisting 
layer (0.5- 2.0 m). 

Drilling and injection sequence vvill be determined taking 
account of the thickness and type of an aquifer, direction 
and yield of ground 1vater attack. 'J:wo patterns can be most 
rational for a post-grouting job; 

priority drilling of holes in the stage and successive 
grout injection (Fig. 3), 
simultaneous drilling of holes in the stage and subse
quent grout injection into each hole or combining t~em 
in series (Fig. 4). 

'l1he first pattern ceon be applied in the presence of several 
fracturing networks, fault zones or large water inflows. 
'i:he second one is applicable f0r the conditions of uniform 
fracturing and porosity. 

The nQmber of grout injection holes is designed by graphi
cal analysis with the proviso that grout covers are to in
terlock behind the D.R.Z. outline (See Fig. 3 and 4). 

Design procedures include calculations of grout injection 
pressure, selection of grout formulation with suitable rhe
ological and strength parameters for the planned geometry 
of injection holes. Our experience shows that the use of 
stabilized clay crouts vvill be, in most ce"ses, the optimum 
enzineering aolution. Such .:::;l~outs, being sufficientl~;r plas
tic bodies, will not only ensure high sealing effect but 
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also contribute both to more uniform distribution of static 

and dynamic stresses in the rock strata e.nd increase strata 
resistance to tensile stresses. The latter is very impor

tant when an underground excavation is exposed to mass bla
sting operations during ore extraction. 

The preparation and injection of grout in all cases is per
formed by the equipment located on the ground surface. Gro
ut injection is executed either on the total thickness of 
an aquifer by packering its roof at the designed distance 
from the shaft ( R + r n ) or several zones can be 
Suc1c. zones are revealed in the course of drilling and hy
drodynamic testing. 

\/hen the formation of an interlocked grout curtain is com
pleted there will be created a sand·wich structure in the 
system 'rock strata - underground excavation' in which in
terrelated zones of disturbed and grouted rocks behave as 
a flexibility element of the permanent lining. 

~3UMI.IARY 

:B'lexible and broad application of the aforementioned app
roaches during implementation of post-grouting programs can 

help in efficient and guaranteed ground treatment under va
rying hydrogeological and mining conditions vvith reasona.ble 
cost data. The grouting scheme aimed at obtaining conducti
vity resistance and increasing loading capacity of the li
ning contribute also to simplification and hi:.sher rates of 
post-grouting operations. 

Hollowing this logic one may state that if the need in post 

grouting arises, design of post-grouting programs should 
be based on the following considerations; 

neautralization of hydrostatic end corrosive ground vva
ter attack on permanent lining and mining equipment, 

- strengthening of the rock .strata surrounding permanent 
workings for their effective upkeeping, 
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cine the cost of ~lne dxaiDage. 

uti:ng programs. 
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f 
q, 

disturbed rock 
zone (D.n. z.) 

J.i'ig. 1 Schemetic diegram of stress-strain conrii
tion of rock strata in the neighbourhood 
of underground excavation 

I-zone of ruin failure 
II-zone of post-failure condition 

III-zone of pre-failure condition 
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5 

6 7 3 

:Pig. ~~ Post-grouting procedure through direc
tional extended injection boreholes 

1-grouting stage level 
~~-separated watered zone 
3-grout injection hole 
4-points of packering 
5-injection pipeline 
6-grout covers, 7-zone of disturbed rock 
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~lB. 3 Arrangement of grout covers in rock 
strata with intensive fracturing 

1-mine shaft 
2-grout injection holes 
3-zone of disturbed rock 
4-outline of grout covers 
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